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Abstract

My thesis involves investigating interrupts on the Xtratum hypervisor and the Sparc v8 based LEON3 platform. To do this I build a simulation of the system using Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) with the FDR3 model checker. This system contains elements of Xtratum, LEON3 and SPARC V8 and focuses mainly on functionality related to interrupts. I then run a series of experiments to demonstrate how high level properties of my simulation can be checked, and discuss how this could be used to verify properties the real Xtratum C code.

This work is done in the bigger context of a European Space Agency effort to certify the Xtratum LEON3 system for Time and Space Partitioning, a time and memory sharing system for space software.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

My thesis is about investigating interrupts in a hypervisor called Xtratum. (This is an introduction to the whole thesis)

1.2 Integrated Modular Avionics

In [14] from 2015 Integrated Modular Avionics is introduced. IMA is a concept which replaces many separate processors and line replaceable units (LRUs) with fewer more central processing units which applications can share. IMA has led to significant maintenance cost saving and mass reduction in avionics systems since its introduction as a standard in 1987 by the US air force. IMA was first used in the Boeing 777 and has been widely adopted since. Since then IMA has matured and is now used on almost every new airplane entering service today.

IMA hardware usually consists of a group of Core Processor Modules (CPMs) laid out using a standard called ARINC-651 which defines how generic hardware mixed with custom rack based computing hardware should be laid out. This allows for multiple generations of CPMs to be deployed together which is usual for military applications which typically use Rugged Off The Shelf (ROTS) CPMs based on OpenVPX or VME-Bus hardware. The paper explains that for military applications IMA is not typically used for flight control systems as there are concerns about how complex redundancy management schemes becomes, as well as the need for these systems to have extremely tight channel synchronization and In this case a federated solution is typically more appropriate, however IMA is used in many other subsystems in military, space, and civilian avionics.

1.3 ARINC-653

The ARINC-653 software standard is a key enabler of Integrated Modular Avionics. In [31] from 2008 a standard called ARINC 653 is explored in a paper called 'ARINC 653 ROLE IN INTEGRATED MODULAR AVIONICS'. The paper notes that while the industry has been reluctant to wholly standardize on hardware for IMA, it has embraced software standards, the most prominent being ARINC-653. ARINC-653 is the only standardization effort that takes into account the following three key needs:
• Safety critical - As defined in FAR 25.1309 standard, this prescribes highly integrated systems with a Fail Safe design concept which aims to assume failures will occur and limit their impact. [36]. According to this standard major failure conditions must be 'remote', hazardous failures must be 'extremely remote' and catastrophic failure conditions must be 'extremely improbable.'

• Real-time - All responses must happen within a prescribed time period.

• Deterministic - All behavior is repeatable and behavior is predictable each time.

ARINC 653 specifies a standardized Real Time Operating System (RTOS) interface for avionics software development. The paper gives three key advantages of this:

• Portability - Avionics applications can be made portable across any compliant ARINC-653 system.

• Cost effective upgrades - By keeping the layer between hardware and application software standardized, the underlying hardware platform can evolve independently of the application software. This ensures there is always a cost-effective upgrade path throughout the entire life of the aircraft.

• RTOS / Application independence - ARINC-653 establishes a clear boundary in interface between the application and the RTOS, which allows for the independence of the avionics software application and enables concurrent development of the application and the RTOS.

1.3.1 ARINC-653 Architecture Overview

ARINC-653 was natively designed for use with IMA, but can be used with other systems such as federated systems. The following is an overview of the specified software architecture:

• Modules - Avionics systems such as Flight Management and Data Link Communications Management can be implemented in software using generic IMA hardware resources. When targeting ARINC-653, these software systems are packaged in modules called Partition with specific functionality.

• Partitions - A partition is similar to a multi-tasking application within a typical computer. Partitions have one or more concurrently executing processes and share access to the processor resources. Communication between partitions is possible and it is independent of the hardware requirements of the source and destination partition to allow for hardware from a wide range of suppliers.

• Real-Time Operating System - The RTOS allocates memory region and processor time to each partition.

• Hardware Interface System - Responsible for managing the physical hardware resources on behalf of the RTOS. The boundary between the RTOS and the hardware is specified in an interface called APEX (Application/Executive Interface.) This allows for application portability between ARINC-653 compliant platforms.

• Health Monitor - Manages error recovery of partitions, usually through reconfiguration and restarting of partitions.
1.4 High Integrity Software Development challenges

1.4.1 Productivity Overhead

[27] from 1996 is an analysis of programmer productivity in the European Space agency which examines a database with data pertaining to 99 software projects in 37 companies in 8 EU member states. The paper aims to compare 'lines of code' to 'process productivity' as metrics for comparing productivity. Lines of code is generally considered to be a bad productivity metric because:

- there is no standard amount of effort that a 'line of code' measures that takes into account all procedural programming languages
- lines of code can be produced by code generators, which make the effort irrelevant
- As the programming language level gets higher, lines of code deceases, making high level languages like C and Ada appear less productive than low level languages like assembly.

Most interestingly for my thesis this study found that productivity varies across ESA companies, and low productivity is often found in companies with high reliability requirements, with high hardware constraints in time and storage. As these are 'fixed costs' when designing software for space the use of modern tools and programming practices are controllable factors that can be used to boost programmer productivity.

1.4.2 Cascading Failures

[21] from 1986 is a NASA study called 'Software safety: why, what, and how' which discusses the safety issues with designing high integrity software. The paper notes that modularization can be used as a design strategy to separate critical and non-critical functionality and ensure that safety critical functions cannot be impeded by the failure of non-critical modules. The goal of this is to change as many potentially critical failures into non-critical failures by reducing the amount of software in the system that affects safety.

1.5 Time and Space Partitioning (TSP)

ESA is attempting to take the IMA concept to the space domain. Time and Space Partitioning is a space-focused implementation of the ARINC-653 standard.

1.5.1 Advantages

[37] from 2009 in a paper called "Time and Space Partitioning in Spacecraft Avionics" by James Windsor, Kjeld Hjortnaes of the European Space Agency which explores the advantages of ESA using TSP.

- Hardware Resource saving - The key drivers for adopting IMA in the aeronautics industry were reduced mass, power, and volume savings for aircraft components. Windsor notes that this mass, power and volume are already a primary concern in the space industry so the benefit for this is limited. However the key problem in the space industry is that software systems tend to get so complex that the only
way to effectively manage them is to split them up, ie decentralize them, meaning hardware is not used efficiently due to redundancy. TSP allows for this logical decentralization without having to add redundant hardware.

- Reduced Integration Effort - TSP can be used to reduce the integration effort of software to the target platform by abstracting functionality at the point of interaction. This means a supplier targeting a TSP system such as an ESA contractor only need to focus on the Verification and Validation efforts that are relevant to them.

- Fault Containment - TSP provides a system where uncorrelated software runs alongside each other without interfering in the result of an error. To achieve this a layering strategy is used to contain errors:

1. Data Level - All memory address spaces of a partition are isolated from the other partitions.
2. Process Level - If an initializing process fails it will result in actions by the kernel which are limited only to the partition which has the error.
3. Partition Level - Partitions which overrun their timeslot are controlled by timer interrupts which are managed by the kernel. In the event of an overrun the kernel will forcibly take control away and give it to the next partition.
4. System Level - In the event a processor suffers from a runaway execution in the kernel, a lockup or untrapped halt instruction etc a watchdog timer interrupt managed by the kernel is used to bring the system back to a safe state.

- Software Criticality - In a non TSP system, a failure with one application can easily propagate to another application, necessitating that all applications be categorized with the same criticality level, even when it isn’t appropriate. High criticality systems must be tested with much more rigour than low criticality systems, so this wastes developer time running unnecessary regression tests.

1.5.2 Use Cases
The Windsor paper mentioned in the previous section [37] also explores the main use cases of TSP for developing software for space:

- Payload Software - The purpose of payload software is to control, command and monitor the mission payload. It is made up of components of differing criticality, for example command and control functionality has a much higher criticality than software designed to process payload data. As these components must co-exist TSP is an appropriate choice to use for making the system easy to develop. On a space mission payload mass is also typically at a premium so TSP is ideal for maximising hardware usage.

- Organizing software teams - TSP allows software developers working on a space project to be split up into several independent but parallel teams who are each allocated a partition who can follow their own software development process without needing to integrate and test their component with other teams. This eases management of the teams and decreases delays and cost overruns.

- System maintenance - Software that is running on an actual spacecraft is typically difficult to upgrade and patch as extensive verification is required before the change
can be made. TSP allows for the starting, stopping, upload and removal of hosted applications with minimal impact on the overall system. For example this means that operators of commercial satellite running TSP would be able to safely upload new payload software to the live satellite without requiring ESA or the satellite manufacturer to be involved.

- Security - TSP allows for a high security partition to be run and be protected from other malicious applications on the same system. An example of this is being able to safely run a military application on a commercial satellite without data from it being breached by another partition.

1.6 TSP using Xtratum and LEON3

1.6.1 What is Xtratum?

Xtratum is a hypervisor developed in 2004 by the Real-Time System Group in the University of Valencia. Xtratum is what is known as a type-2 hypervisor, as it runs on the bare metal of the hardware, which is different to a type-1 hypervisor like virtualbox, which requires an Operating System to run.

Xtratum was designed specifically for real time safety critical software, and includes all functionality required to build safety critical systems based on ARINC-653, such as scheduling policy, partition management, inter-partition communications, health monitoring, logbooks, traces etc. [23] Additionally, xtratum has been specifically designed to efficiently meet real-time constraints: [25]

- Static data structures - All data structures used by Xtratum are pre-defined at build time based on a configuration file. This is done so that the exact resource overhead used by Xtratum is constant.

- Non Pre-emptive code - This is a desirable feature in most real time operating systems but there is no benefit in Xtratums case as it just adds complexity. The code is faster and requires no fine grained critical control sections.

- Deterministic Hypercalls - Xtratum provides only the bare minimum functionality needed to guarantee the spatial and temporal isolation of partitions

- Interrupt Occurrence Insolation - When a partition is executing, inter-partition interference through hardware interrupts are minimized by only enabling interrupts managed by the partition.

1.6.2 What is LEON3?

LEON3 is a 32 bit RISC processor architecture based on the SPARC v8 architecture which is ideal for simple system-on-a-chip (SOC) designs. [1] [25] It was initially developed at ESTEC in the European Space Agency in 1997 as an open, non-proprietary architecture design that would be capable of meeting future performance requirements, software compatibility, and low system cost.[22] Since 2008 the Leon Architecture has been maintained by Aeroflex Gaisler. It is provided as a synthesizable VHDL model and available under the GNU GPL licence. Leon3 is designed to be highly configurable with 1-16 processors and optional modules such as IEEE-754 floating point unit, SPARC reference Memory Management Unit, and Interrupt Controller unit. [24]
All processors in the LEON series are based on the SPARC-V8 RISC architecture. SPARC v8 processor designed for simplicity and high performance. On May 1st 2015 Leon3 was certified as being SPARC conformant.

1.6.3 Xtratum and Leon as a TSP hypervisor

[26] is a paper from 2010 called ”XtratuM for LEON3: an Open Source Hypervisor for High Integrity Systems” which discusses using Xtratum and Leon3 as a high integrity hypervisor. Leon3 is especially interesting to ESA because as the paper notes it is the first Leon Processor that is able to perform virtualization with full spatial partitioning due to being the first Leon processor to have a Memory Management Unit. Xtratum can be run on Leon2 which proves high integrity virtualization is possible on a SPARC v8 architecture but the lack of a Memory Management Unit on Leon2 makes it impossible to implement full spatial partitioning, which is necessary for TSP.

ESA is interested in using Xtratum for TSP and has been investigating verification efforts of Xtratum [33].

1.7 Thesis Evaluation Criteria

1.7.1 ESA Requirements Document

As a part of my thesis I was given a set of ESA functional requirements that describe a Time and Space Partitioning system. [11] There are 176 of these requirements. These 176 requirements are categorized as either single-processor or multi-processor. Requirements that are considered to be integral to the system are designated as CORE and other requirement are designated as EXTENDED. For my thesis I am focusing on the single-processor CORE requirements only. These requirements describe functionality related to Interrupts, Memory Management, Partition Scheduling, Timer Management, Inter-Partition Communication, Health Monitoring, and system integration.

Note: See Appendix A for a listing of requirements that are relevant to my thesis.

1.7.2 Research Question

ESA desires to link the Xtratum C code to a formal proof of its behavior, and show that proof meets the requirements that they have specified. My thesis is about assisting that process by building a model of the system that captures the behaviour of how interrupt behave in the system. Interrupts are a pain point in the debugging of hardware and as such ESA is investigating formal modelling techniques to verify and validate this area. My thesis is about assisting this process by building a model of Xtratum that can be used as an intermediate verification layer between Xtratum running on Leon3 and a future formal proof of behavior.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Introduction

I did a lot of reading about kernel verification in an attempt to find a strategy to investigate Xtratum. In this section I will explore some of the approaches that I considered.

2.2 Examples of Verification Efforts around micro-kernels

There are many examples of attempting to use Formal verification to prove properties of high integrity systems. In this section I will explore similar efforts.

Because of their small size there have been several examples of formally verifying micro-kernels. One of the most well known examples from 2009 is the seL4 Kernel Verification effort [17], where an extremely simple micro-kernel was developed with the help of formal verification and comprehensively verified to be correct. This process was done by creating a chain of formal proofs from high level safety requirements all the down to the executable machine code.

This means that assuming the specification is correct, the kernel functions entirely as intended. The kernel was designed for real world use, and does not trade the average case execution time for formal verification. The paper acknowledges that worst case execution time may be affected, but this is difficult to check in the absence of other similar efforts.

sel4 was not designed with a 'bottom up' approach which would be the conventional way to design an OS kernel to make efficient use of the hardware. sel4 was not designed with a 'top down' approach which would be the conventional way to design a program using formal methods. sel4 used an approach that picked the best of both of these perspectives. A verifiable subset of the programming language Haskell was used to design a prototype of the Kernel which is derived from the informally stated, english language requirements. This subset does not include complex language features such as laziness, with all functions proved to terminate and not using type-classes extensively and thus is verifiable. This prototype can be translated into the Isabelle/Hol theorem prover to form a design level specification of the Kernel. This model can be used to run hardware simulations which allows developers to run and test low level code from the user and kernel perspective. After many iterations when the specification stabilized, this Haskell prototype was then manually translated into a verifiable subset of C, in the C99 standard. This C code is the final Kernel implementation. To manipulate hardware directly, the programmer has to occasionally go outside the semantics of C and
use assembly language. The paper does not model the effects of certain direct hardware instructions which are relevant to the formal correctness such as cache flushes and Translation Lookaside Buffer flushes because they are outside the abstraction layer of the program semantics and these are checked with traditional testing. (While the kernel is actually executing.) The paper notes that more detail could be added to the machine model to simulate this.

seL4 obtained a number of 'firsts' during its development. It was the first proof of functional correctness of an OS kernel. It was the first proof of correct translation from C down to binary. It was the first to prove security properties like integrity and intransitive noninterference in an OS kernel. For an OS supporting full virtual memory It was the first analysis of worst case execution times.

In [12] from 2013 a formal verification of information flow in the PROSPER separation kernel for ARMv7 is demonstrated. Information flow security is ensuring that software in different security domains such as inside different partitions are sufficiently isolated from each other. Any communication that takes place between partitions must be authorized. It must appear to each component system that they are executing on a separate, isolated machine. The paper focuses on running an ”untrusted” component such as a smartphone software stack that interacts with a set of trusted services such as a virtual sim card. The minimum required functionality for the Kernel is isolated component resources, a communication system that mimics communication lines in a physically distributed system, and a scheduling mechanism for the shared resources.

This paper notes that significant progress has been made in this area thanks to seL4, Microsoft VCC, and Green Hills’ CC certified INTEGRITY-178B separation kernel.

The goal of the papers approach is to use a top level specification (TLS) to make communication between partitions explicit and information flow is analyzed in the presence of such an intended communication channel. The TLS will directly formalize the set of computational paths allowed and required at the implementation level. This means that there should be no way for partitions to read and write to each others memory, registers etc unless through an allowed channel by both partitions in collaboration. The paper aims to carry through the specification, implementation and correctness proofs all the way from TLS to an implementation in ARMv7 which is proved correct at the instruction reference semantics level. It will do this using the Hol4 model of ARM developed at cambridge. (can reference if wanted.)

For the verification to take place models are built. An "ideal model" is built which is an exact formulation of the TLS which is compared against a "real model" which is obtained by building on top of the Cambridge ARM HOL4 model, extended with a simple MMU. A tool ARM-Prover (developed in HOL4) is used to verify that a partition does not perform any isolation-breaking operations while executing and the processor state switches correctly on transition from user to supervisor mode. The proofs involves traversing the full ARM instruction sets and thus are costly. The Hol4 code was then analyzed by BAP, the binary analysis program by translating the code from Hol4 to BIL.

The paper acknowledges two main limitations to their approach.

Their model counts instruction cycles instead of real clock cycles, but in their implementation real clock cycles are used. They say that it is non-trivial to extend their
model to a more realistic representation of time as phenomena like cache delays and instruction pipelining come into account which are outside the modelling scope of the work.

Their model has difficulty modelling unpredictable states. When executing unpredictable behaviour ARM does not allow the execution of instructions to perform any function that are above the current privilege level. To get around this the model introduces error states outside the Lemma’s they are proving. The paper acknowledges that this is not satisfactory as partitions can exit the scope of the model by entering an unpredictable state.

In [20] from 2009 the verification of the Microsoft Hypervisor 'Hyper-V' with the formal verification suite for concurrent, low level C code 'VCC' is demonstrated. 'VCC' is being actively developed by researchers based on the verification of 'Hyper-V.' The paper acknowledges that Formal Verification of a hypervisor is difficult as it was not written with verification in mind and identifies several key challenges of creating a verification tool for it.

Challenge 1 is that verification has to be done at the code level with assertions rather than a high level interactive theorem prover in a typical industrial process where a lot of developers and testers are developing the code like theirs.

Challenge 2 is that the hypervisor is being developed in the C programming language which is difficult to verify memory in. It means that memory safety has to be explicitly verified because of C’s weak, easily bypassable type system and use of explicit deallocation instead of garbage collection.

Challenge 3 is that hypervisors make heavy use of lock-free synchronization. The paper explicitly mentions address translations as a difficult as they are gathered asynchronously and non-atomically, requiring multiple reads and writes to the page table.

Challenge 4 is that it is difficult to keep annotations very tight to the code as there is no native way to show that concurrent data types simulate some simpler type, a typical way to prove properties about that concurrent data type.

Challenge 5 is that the Hypervisor is written in C mixed with assembly. Any verification scheme will have to take into account any subtle interactions between the two and how they relate to the hardware resources.

The paper acknowledges that usually the correctness of an implementation is verified by proving a simulation between a simulation and an abstract model. (This validates our approach with CSP.)

The VCC tool is use to verify the low level concurrent C code of the hypervisor. The annotations will be integrated into the codebase as comments and maintained by the developers. VCC performs static analysis of functions using invariants of types and the contract of function calls before and after execution. The Invariants guarantee things like that objects of the same type with different addresses don’t overlap and thus behave like objects in a modern type-safe object oriented language. In VCC Objects may occupy the same space as pointers to C structs, but also with sub-structures and arrays, similar to the language spec sharp.

For verifying the hypervisor, they use a model of the x64 processor architecture, described in C. "Ghost" functions are used to operate on a "ghost" data structure that represents the processors state. This model is used to verify the low level correctness of the hypervisor at the level of assembly code and at the top level specification to verify
the hypervisor correctly simulates x86 machines for the guests. The goal of the proof is to enforce a coupling invariant between the volatile ghost state of the top level model and the implementation of Hyper-V.

This verification effort is still ongoing with no published updates since 2010. [10]

In [32] from 2010 the formal analysis of the INTEGRITY-178B kernel is demonstrated. The purpose of this effort was to be the first to get a Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation level EAL6+ certification for a commercial real time operating system kernel. In USA, the US National Information Assurance Partnership (NIAP) performs Common Criteria evaluations and EAL7 is the most stringent level.

The Kernel implements ARINC-653. A security benefit of this is that applications cannot signal another application that it is not authorized to, be it maliciously or otherwise. The Federal Aviation authority in the US enforce a safety guideline called DO-178B which has 5 criticality levels A-E, A being the most critical which describe the impact of aircraft safety incase there is a failure. INTEGRITY-178B is designed to allow mixed criticality applications to run and prevents faults from cascading to other applications by ensuring other applications do not miss their ‘deadlines’ with a fixed timeslot for each.

For a Common Criteria analysis, there are three levels of rigor to look at the system at.

1. Formal - Where machine verified, mathematical proofs are required. For INTEGRITY, this includes the Security Policy model, the Functional Specification.
2. Informal - The properties such as security are justified in natural language, but to a very high detail.
3. Semiformal - a mix of both. For INTEGRITY, this includes the High Level Design, Low Level Design, Representative Correspondance between entities.

To model the system state, the paper uses the ACL2 theorem prover, based on a functional language. Existing formal specifications of separation properties such as GWV security policy were not expressive enough to state anything meaningful about INTEGRITY-178B so a new policy GWVr2 was developed. To do this the system has to be modelled as a graph of state transitions. Data is ordered like Unix paths to allow for nested data structures. Operators are also defined to update and query the state.

The Common Criteria forbids the low level design specification and the source code to be one and the same. Establishing correspondence between them is a difficult, time consuming procedure. The main goal of the modelling procedure is to create a compelling argument that the behaviour of the system is captured accurately.

When using a functional language for modelling the paper identifies several challenges.

1. ACL2 requires proof of termination for functions so reflexive recursion cannot be modelled. Reflexive Recursion is where two successive recursive calls are made, the latter taking an argument something computed in the first. To get around this the...
recursion must be unrolled.

(2) - It is difficult to make the model an extremely close 1:1 correspondence to the source code as the researchers intended. Loop constructs and recursion are handled differently in functional languages. Global variables in C must be passed as state. Functions in ACL2 must return a state, whereas with C they do not have to return anything.

(3) - Asynchronous interactions with the world outside the Kernel such as interrupts are difficult to model.

After modelling this and verifying the various layers, in 2008 Common Criteria EAL6+ was awarded in September 2008.

An example of verifying a processor in high detail can be seen in [6] from 2003 where the formal specification of the VAMP processor is verified and the processor implemented on a FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) chip. VAMP runs the DLX RISC processor architecture so is roughly similar in complexity to LEON.

This model featured very high fidelity models of the main features of the processor, a full DLX instruction set, FPU, instruction/data cache, delayed branch, Tomasulo scheduler and maskable nested precise interrupts, similar to what is in LEON. The verification of all these separate components took 8 person years, 2548 Lemmas and 88622 proof steps to formally verify in the theorem proving tool PVS. These models were so complex that an additional person year had to be taken to ‘patch’ the links between these separate models together as despite their planning the interfaces between the parts did not exactly match up. A model of this detail is far beyond the scope of my project.

An example of having formally verified software that can be built upon is described in [18] from 2005 where the verification and implementation of a compiler is discussed. This Compiler is part of the Verisoft project which aims at the formal verification of entire computer systems. C0 is the main language of the Verisoft project and is the language the compiler consumes. The target architecture for the Verisoft C0 Compiler is the DLX assembly language of the VAMP verified processor.

This compiler is to be used to compile a subset of the C programming language called C0. This verification effort is notable for my project as it aims towards thorough verification of the entire system including hardware, system software and the compiler itself. This is similar to the problem that I face with Xtratum.

Compiler verification is a well explored field but Verisoft is different because of its complex requirements. As they must do a pervasive verification approach, just verifying the compilation is not sufficient. A verified implementation of the compiler is required to ensure properties proven for the source code level applications also hold for the compiled code. Another difficulty is that Interleaving of other ‘user’ programs on the hardware makes it difficult to formally model it using ‘large scale semantics’ where the overall results of the simulation are described. As most of the verification for the project is done using Hoare Logics, extra work must be done to ‘import’ the terminating sections of code described into ‘small scale semantics’, the type of formal language where individual steps of a computation are described. The large size of the program makes this even more difficult.

More difficulty comes from the target architecture. Another difficulty is for verify-
ing dynamic data structures, the representation of memory for the destination machine
DLX is different to the memory representation of the compiler. Data must be alligned
in DLX. The C language semantics do not cover this. They state that dynamic memory
handling should be handled by the standard libraries. For branching, DLX also makes
use of delay slots which complicates proofs as instructions might appear to be in the
incorrect order.

The paper uses Isabelle/Hol to capture the compilation of the C0 code to VAMP
machine code and prove the implementation of the Verisoft C0 compiler is the same as
the specification. As of 2008 The compiler has been verified in the context of pervasive
system verification. [19]

In [5] from 2009 the formal verification of the functional correctness of the pikeOS
micro-kernel is explored. PikeOS is an embedded type-1 partitioning hypervvisor written
in C and very similar to Xtratum. This research is being carried out as part of the
Verisoft XT Avionics sub-project. This work is built upon work done for Verisoft’s C0
compiler from 2005 [18] in the Verisoft I project, of which the Verisoft XT project is a
successor.

The VCC formal verification suite from microsoft research [20] is the tool that they
use. The way the verification works is the annotated C code of the kernel is compiled
with VCC into BoogiePL, an impertive language that includes properties of the C pro-
gram in assertion form. Axiomatic descriptions of certain parts of the C programming
language are captured seperately in BoogiePL. These are then translated to first order
predicate logic formulas and are passed into the theorem prover Z3, which is used to
verify the original C code of the Kernel matches the specification.

low level function verification

The paper notes that the large amount of assembly code present in PikeOS was a
challenge to model as it is commonly used inline using the doubleunderscore asm dou-
bleunderscore keyword and its sometimes contains priviledged instructions for changing
mode which are usually not considered in formal definitions of instruction set semantics
for programs in user space. The VCC is also not able to interpret machine instructions.
Because of these challenges they decide to formalize their own hardware and assembly
abstract formal model. (You will see later in this dissertation that this is something
that I will do with Xtratum)

In their model assembly code is defined as a transition over hardware elements.
First they must identify the relevent hardware components and make an abstraction.
They divide the hardware components into ones that are changed by the C code of the
Kernel (eg registers that are visible to the programmer) and those that are not EG
eg special purpose and system registers. Caches and TLB’s are ignored as in a single
processor environment they are invisible to the programmer. This model is implemted
as “ghost state” of the system, basically a data structure in the C code which does not
modify the structure of the C code and corrupt the verification effort.

Once they have done this they define specification functions for each assembly in-
struction that is equipped with pre and post conditions that reflect the functionality of
that assembly instruction, which update the ’ghost state’. These are then integrated
into the PikeOS code using a parser, replacing the assembly, allowing functions with
inline assembly instructions to be annotated and automatically verified in VCC. Inter-
Interrupts are disabled while these functions are executed. Combined with the hardware model, this allows them to verify functionality across all levels of the kernel.

An interesting example of using these annotations to check useful properties is explored. They need to track the value of the stack pointer in a function with inline assembly. (This is the base address of the process) The problem with this is the stack pointer value is only known by the compiler and does not exist on the C level. They solve this problem by tracking context switches in the hardware model and taking advantage of the knowledge that the stack pointer lies in a range of addresses whose base is determined during context switch when register 1 points to a stack frame of a specific process. By tracking context switches in the hardware model, they are able to narrow the possible value down from a range to an exact address using this method. This is similar to work I do with interrupts and context switching later in my thesis.

PikeOS is developed to the DO-178B avionics safety standard. This requires all requirements have lots of system and unit test with a high coverage. The explosion of states makes this difficult.

### 2.3 Process Modelling Language

As part of my thesis, I investigated a tool called Process Modelling Language (PML). In this section, I will give an overview of some similar work in this area.

In [29] from 2003 an approach for representing knowledge intensive processes with low fidelity models is explored using PML. The paper proposes an approach that captures the two main difficulties:

1) Tasks change continuously in response to knowledge
2) Informal communications are often heavily featured in knowledge work, which is difficult to capture.

A low fidelity model is a model that captures the main activities of a process and the order in which the steps are performed. It does not aim to capture every little detail of the process but describe it in broad strokes. This can be used to formally describe complex activities.

The paper gives the example of describing the software development process by looping through the actions EDIT, COMPILE, TEST, DEBUG. The act of producing code has many possible transitions between these four actions which is difficult to elegantly specify in a model without having many edges for each case. To describe this in an elegant way with a low fidelity model in PML we can consider it in terms of resources, such as the TEST actions consuming a resource called 'exec' which is produced by the COMPILE action. This results in each actor having several different possible paths they can perform.

The paper describes the process of modelling having the following advantages:

1) Low fidelity models remain relevant throughout the entire software development process as since they only describe high level details they continue to be accurate depictions of the process under consideration.

2) Trust between entities is not needed for actors in the system because they communicate through a shared resource. Because of this new actors can be easily added to the system.

This is a good example of building a simple model from a set of high level requirements like what I am doing with my thesis.
Enactment Theory is the theory of how people act in organizations. This concept is derived from the Actor Model, which is a computer science model that treats ‘actors’ as the primitives of computation. Enactment theory is an ideal theory to investigate for my thesis as hardware elements in the xtratum /leon system interact with each other like actors in an organization.

In [30] from 2004 Process Modelling Language is used to define a complex user interaction using low fidelity models as above.

From this an ‘Enactment Engine’ is created which aim to capture the idea that an expert actor may not need the process to help him or her perform the task, so they can query the model only when necessary, but a novice actor can query the model at every step if needed.

2.4 Spark / Ada

Ada is an imperative, object oriented programming language commonly used in the Avionics Industry. Ada was the first ever object oriented programming language to become an international standard after it was created by the US Department of Defence to consolidate the hundreds of programming languages that they used. Today Ada is widely used in real time, safety critical systems. Over 99.9 percent of the code in a Boeing 777 is Ada code. [3]

For my thesis I am most interested in Spark, which is a verifiable subset of the Ada programming language. Spark has been used to verify numerous safety critical systems in industry for over 20 years. The most interesting in terms of my thesis is the open source project called Tokeneer. Tokeneer is an open source program to model a secure ID station and was written as a case study by the NSA in the United States using Spark as an example to the high-integrity software community of how high security systems should be created. The Tokeneer project is relatively small (around 10,000 lines of code) but has been extensively studied since it was open sourced in 2008 and only two breaches of its specification were found, one by static analysis, one by code review. [39]

While I am not actually designing a project from scratch I have yet to see exactly how useful Spark / Ada will to be my project, it may be useful for building models of the requirements and matching it to Xtratum.
Chapter 3

CSP - Communicating Sequential Processes

3.1 What is CSP?

CSP was first introduced by Tony Hoare, the british computer scientist who is best known for inventing Quicksort and Hoare logic, in his 1978 paper 'Communicating Sequential Processes' [16] I used CSP extensively in my thesis. In this section I will explain how it works.

3.1.1 CSP Overview

In [8] from 2009 Neil Brown of Communicating Haskell Processess gives a thorough overview of CSP.

Events

Events in CSP are atomic entities that represent actions of a process. Events are used to synchronize processes. Events can act like a channel for passing data between two processes or can be used to synchronize processes without sending data.

Processes

CSP processes are a sequential chains of events. The simplest operator in CSP is the sequencing operator ‘-→’ which combines an event and a process to produce a new process. There are two primitive processes in CSP, STOP which represents deadlock and SKIP which represents a successful termination.

Internal Choice

The deterministic choice operator ‘|~|’ is used to allow a process to choose between two behaviors, as defined by the environment. For example, a process that communicates events a and b can either behave like P or Q depending on what is communicated to it by the environment.

\[(a→P)|~|(b→Q)\]

External Choice

The future behaviour of a process is defined as the choice between two processes, however it does not allow the environment any control over which is selected. It is denoted by
the [] operator.

**Interleaving**

The interleaving of processes is performed by the ||| operator and used to represent concurrent activity. Events from the processes P and Q in P|||Q are arbitrarily interleaved in time.

**Interface Parallel**

Concurrent activity that requires synchronization between processes is denoted with the [ [ [ ] ] ] operator with all synced events in the middle.

**CSP example**

The classic example of CSP is a chocolate vending machine with three events, ”coin”, representing the input of a coin, ”card” representing the input of a card, and ”choc” representing the delivery of chocolate. This system can be encoded like so:

```
1 VendingMachine = coin -> choc -> STOP
2 Person = (coin -> STOP) |~| (card-> STOP)
```

This model has two processes, VendingMachine and Person. These processes can be run in parallel, synchronizing on their common events (ie ”coin”), so that their interaction with each other is modelled. Person has a deterministic choice to use ”coin” or ”card”, but since VendingMachine does not have a ”card” event that path will never be followed. There is also the notion of non-deterministic choice which will pick one option randomly and which would deadlock in this case.

### 3.2 What is FDR3?

In [15] from 2014 an overview of the FDR3 tool is given. FDR3 stands for Failure Divergence Refinement and is the most commonly used model checker for CSP. FDR takes a list of processes written in a lazy functional language CSPM.

#### 3.2.1 FDR3 Features

**Deadlock testing:**

FDR3 can be used for checking Deadlock Freedom. A deadlock is when two processes are preventing each other from accessing a shared resource, halting progress in the program. While being able to detect deadlocks is useful, the real power of this involves defining ”checker” processes that synchronize on your main model at certain points and deliberately deadlock when a certain condition occurs, allowing you to build up progressively more complicated tests out of this relatively simple one.

**Divergence testing:**

FDR3 can be used to test for Divergence freedom. Divergence Freedom is when the program will always terminate in a visible non-exception state. [7] This is a useful test to ensure your program is not doing an endless series of hidden actions.
3.3 Previous Work with CSP and FDR

In [4] from 1995 the specification and verification of the virtual channel processor hardware of the INMOS T9000 Transputer is demonstrated. This is one of the earliest and important examples of using CSP as an industrial model-checking tool.

Development of the T9000 transputer was started by INMOS, a british semiconductor company, in 1989. The T9000 shared elements of its predecessor T800 such as instruction set capability, but needed a completely new design for the virtual channel processor hardware. The Virtual Channel Processor (VCP) is a hardware element that allows N number of logical connections between two processors to share a single physical communication link. Automatic verification is required to some degree as the protocols that are required in the hardware implementation are quite complex.

Tasks like this are called VLSI, or Very Large Scale Integration which is the process of creating an integrated circuit by combining a large number of transistors onto a single chip. The paper notes that in the future as transistor density increases designs are better constructed from independent modules.

The T9000 is designed as a series of sub-components. Many of these specifications are represented in many different forms such as the English Language specification, Z specification, timing diagram, occam functional simulation, VHDL description and the silicon layout. The paper notes that being able to model check these against each other is an essential tool available to the engineer for a complex system like this. Visual inspection for comparison is not practical as it is error prone and time consuming. Hardware systems are getting more complex all the time and it is incompatible with the complexity. It also makes fast iteration difficult.

Similar to LEON, most of the control logic is produced from synthesis of VHDL descriptions. The paper notes that the design of the 'cells' used by the synthesizer requires extensive digital logic design knowledge (verified by simulation) the design of the input will not require the engineer to know this knowledge. It notes there is a trend towards high level behavioural description programs like CSP paired with an associated specification and proof tools.

The paper uses two model checking tools. An early version of FDR and a custom tool written in SML. They designed their CSP code by creating models that use the alphabet of the process as parameters because it is less error prone as it is similar to the idea of strong typing in programming languages and also produces a less verbose program.

They use FDR to use the standard CSP operators such as run (do anything except diverge or refuse event), chaos (do anything except diverge), parallel composition of processes (syncing on specified events), external choice, internal choice, event hiding, event renaming etc. They also define some custom operators like logical conjunction and logical disjunction of processes which is made possible by choosing operators that when both operands be finite state machines, it will result in a finite state machine. This means that all of their CSP models can be automatically model checked.

From the VCP specification a channel is a point-to-point link between two processes. A processor may execute any number of processes but can only use one channel at a time.
for input and output. Processes that perform operations on a channel are de-scheduled until the value passed into the channel is picked up by the other process. The VCP can be specified as the interleaving between a number of these independent channels.

The paper uses CSP to check 3 properties of the VCP:

Condition 1 - Safety - A safety condition is for specifying that nothing undesirable or dangerous can happen. In terms of the T9000 VCP, this means specifications like an input to a channel cannot terminate before it has begun. There are 4 variables needed to describe this, \#in \#out for the number of inputs and outputs which have begun and \#run(in) \#run(out) for the inputs and outputs that have terminated. There is never more than one active input or output. There is a bound of 2 on the combined number of active inputs and outputs. Because each value can take on a finite range of values it is ideal for modelling as a state machine / in CSP. As the VCP performs events, these variables will change.

Condition 2 - Reliance - The reliance condition is used to verify that the process is behaving within its specified operating conditions. In terms of a channel in the VCP, the rely condition means that traces are composed of alternating sequences of in-run(in) and out-run(out) events.

Condition 3 - Liveness - the liveness condition is used to show that something useful must happen. For example in the model of the VCP certain events act like commands (eg: ChannelID.in, ChannelID.out (pseudocode) ) and certain events act like reactions to those commands (ChannelID.run(in), ChannelID.run(out)). The VCP can schedule its reactions in any order and can therefore refuse all except one at any one time. Liveness in this case means that the process can never refuse to accept a command.

Three models are built and then linked together, output model, input model, link model.

Due to various performance problems and delays the T9000 transputer project was eventually abandoned in 1997. [38]

CSP has been used in space technology before. In [9] from 1997 CSP is used to verify a fault tolerant data management system for the International Space Station (ISS) written in the occam programming language and created by Daimler-Benz Aerospace. The main motivation for the verification effort was to ensure that the code that handled process communication was deadlock free. The program under verification is split up into four communicating lanes, each with 3 layers, an application services layer (ASS), a fault management layer (FML) and an avionics interface. (AVI)

The goal of the verification effort is to derive a CSP abstraction which summarizes the important parts of the process specification and the to use FDR to check the abstraction is a deadlock free, then produce a refinement (a translation from a high level spec to a real executable program) using real occam code.

The verification approach uses 3 techniques:

Technique 1 - Model Checking - This involves using the technique of refinement which is

Technique 2 - For just analysing deadlock freedom we only have to focus on the aspects of the program that are related to communication, thus we can create a simplified CSP model. The CSP specification A(P) is called a valid abstraction of the process P
if whenever P deadlocks, A(P) does also. This is a challenge to create and the paper uses the following techniques to do it. Remove sequential code that does not influence communication behaviour. Reduce every occam channel protocol to the set of values influenced by the communication behaviour. Every conditional statement (if statement) is replaced by an internal choice operator in CSP (P [] Q) or a CSP "if" statement. This approach takes advantage of the high correspondence between Occam and CSP which I will not have the luxury of in my project.

Technique 3 - Composability - CSP provides several high level operators that are used to produce new processes from existing ones. These are the parallel operator (||) and the interleaving operator (|||). Refinement is preserved when these operators are composed and thus if the state space is too large to run the entire system in parallel we can create simpler processes which are refinements of the more complicated ones and reduce the state space that way.

The paper concludes with a review of CSP as a verification tool which they see as very positive because the project under scrutiny is of real world size at around 20,000 lines of occam code. The paper note that a failure of conventional formal methods is the inability to scale up to the size of a realistic application. The paper also says that based on similar efforts using conventional formal verification techniques would take approximately 4 times as long. They note that they do not think they would have reached the same level of trustworthiness with conventional techniques. The verification of the AVI and FML subsystems uncovered several deadlock situations that had not have been found with testing. [34]
Chapter 4
Simulation Design

4.1 Introduction

For my thesis I designed and implemented a simulator for Xtratum running on the Leon3 architecture. Leon3 is an architecture which contains a Sparc v8 CPU. The focus of my simulation was Interrupts and Memory because they are the requirements I was interested in. In this section I will document the simulator and how it differs from the real system.

To create this model I combed through the following documents: the SPARC v8 manual [28], the Leon3 manual [35] and the ESA requirements document. [11] Where there are ambiguities between SPARC and Leon3 documentation, Leon3 takes precedence.

4.2 System Overview

The ESA specification [11] describes a partitioning system as a system made up of a partition kernel and a set of partitions. Each partition provides an isolated environment for the software running on it as all resources assigned to the partition are completely independent from the others. If software requires access to another partitions resources, it must do so using only mechanisms the kernel provides. The partitioning kernel is executed in supervisor mode and virtualizes hardware resources such as peripherals, interrupts, memory and CPUs. The partitioning kernel must provide the following:

- Memory Management - The partition kernel uses hardware elements such as the MMU to ensure spatial isolation.
- Interrupt Management - The partitioning kernel handles all interrupts. They may be forwarded on to partitions depending on their nature. Virtual traps can be provided to partitions.
- Scheduling - Partitions are scheduled on a cyclic basis to enforce temporal isolation. Several different cyclical scheduling plans can be used. The partition kernel maintains a major time frame of fixed duration and partitions are allocated one or more smaller timeslots within this major frame. A configuration file is used to specify the order of partition activation within this major frame. The kernel is responsible for syncing partitions with the scheduler via clock.
- System Integrator - The system integrator is responsible for configuring the entire system by interpreting configuration on boot and performing tasks like allocating virtual hardware to partitions and setting up the scheduling plan.
• Tracing facilities - It is desirable for the partition kernel to provide a facility to store and receive traces generated by the kernel and partitions for assistance in debugging, or further developing the application. (Linking these generated traces with a CSP model might be useful for checking for formal correctness of the source code.)

• Inter-partition Communication - Partitions can pass messages between each other using known channels controlled by the separation kernel. This communication system resembles the one defined in the ARINC-653 standard discussed earlier.

• Health Monitoring - The health monitor is used to detect anomalous states that partitions may enter into in an attempt to reduce the possible consequences. The HM aims to capture errors that are outside the scope of the program that is running in a partition. For example, a call to malloc returning null in C due to not enough memory would be handled by the program, but a processor trying to perform an undefined instruction would be an error for the HM.

4.3 Memory

4.3.1 Real System

The memory model in SPARC is called Total Store Ordering. [28] All SPARC versions must provide this as minimum. Leon3 uses this memory model as it is the default. [35] Total Store Ordering is a scheme where a processor can do a read to memory location B before a write to location A is seen by all processors, but it cannot do a read from A until the write to A is seen by all processors. Multiple writes however must occur in program order.

SPARC also allows for a more complicated memory model called Partial Store Ordering. [28] In PSO the processor can re-order writes so that the sequence of stores to memory is not identical to the sequence of stores issued by the CPU which can boost cache performance. [2]

SPARC defines 4 address space identifiers: user instruction, user data, supervisor instruction, and supervisor data. The architecture allows 256 possible address space identifiers but only the above 4 are used by SPARC.

4.3.2 My Memory Model

Description:

My memory model is made up of one process. It has one piece of state which is a CSPM map which maps addresses to data. Reads and write events sync with the CPU and when they happen data is passed across a bus, represented by an event that syncs with the memory management unit, which will block an illegal write at this point. On a successful write, the map is updated using the CSPM mapUpdate function via the write event. On a successful read, data is passed to the CPU via the read event.

CSPM code:

```
mem_init = (| a0 => d0, a1 => d0, aDC => d0, aX => d0 |)
```
datatype Bus_Dir = r | w
channel read, write : Data --synced with CPU
channel bus : Bus_Dir.Mem_Region --synced with MMU
channel badaccess , mmuOK --synced with MMU
--m is the memory map
MEM_BUS(m) = tick -> ( MEM_BUS_READ(m) [] MEM_BUS_WRITE(m) [] MEM_BUS(m) )
MEM_BUS_READ(m) = bus.r?a -> ( ( mmuOK -> read!(mapLookup(m,a)) -> MEM_BUS(m) ) [] (badaccess -> MEM_BUS(m) ) )
MEM_BUS_WRITE(m) = bus.w?a -> ( ( mmuOK -> write?d -> MEM_BUS(mapUpdate(m, a, d)) ) [] (badaccess -> MEM_BUS(m) ) )

Evaluation
This is a simplified version of memory that does not take into account caching or any more complicated features like SPARC total store ordering. However this memory model is good enough for my purposes as all I need is to track addresses for the requirements relating to memory region access and this model allows me to do so in an intuitive way. This model captures enough detail for requirements PK-3 and PK-4 in appendix A.

4.4 Memory Protection Unit

The Memory Protection Unit, or Memory Management Unit (MMU), is a hardware element that watches the bus for reads and writes to memory. It maintains a list of blocked addresses and if it sees an access to a blocked address it will raise an exception called a Memory Fault.

4.4.1 Real System

When using SPARC, system designers are free to use the most appropriate Memory Management Unit for their application. If desired, they can use no MMU at all. However in the SPARC v8 docs they specify a reference MMU that is appropriate for the majority of applications. [28] Leon3 implements this SPARC V8 reference MMU [35]. This MMU is responsible for the following:

- Maintains Execute, Read and Write access information for each memory area so a process cannot access the address space of another process.
- Performs address translation from virtual addresses to physical addresses in memory so that a process with a large memory footprint does not need to be located in contiguous sections of memory. Pages are 4K-bytes in size. 32-bit virtual addresses are translated to 36-bit physical address, allowing for an effective 64-gigabyte physical address space. [28]
- If a process attempts to write to an area it is not permitted to, translation will fail as there will be no Page Table Entry found in the set of Page Table Descriptors and an exception is generated. (This is the memfault as described above.)
- If any other type of error occurs, the information is stored in the Fault Status Register and an exception is raised to the processor.
4.4.2 My MMU Model

Description

My Memory Management unit’s main purpose is to watch the bus for addresses that violate its blocked set. This is captured by the TRANFER choice below. The MMU maintains a piece of state called ’blocked’ which is a set of addresses that are considered illegal. On the event of an illegal access, the MMU will perform a raise event which passes a memory fault interrupt to the interrupt controller for processing. The CPU has supervisor level instructions it can use to change this blocked set and they interface with the MMU via the mmuBlock and mmuUnblock events.

CSPM code

```
mmu_init= {aX}
channel raise, raiseFailed : InTag --synced with IRQ
channel mmuBlock, mmuUnBlock : Mem_Region --synced with CPU

MMU(blocked) = tick -> ( TRANSFER(blocked)
    | BLOCK_MEM_REGION(blocked)
    | UNBLOCK_MEM_REGION(blocked)
    | MMU(blocked) )

TRANSFER(blocked) = bus?dir?addr -> ( if member(addr, blocked)
    then ( badaccess -> raise!memfault -> MMU(blocked) )
    else ( mmuOK -> MMU(blocked) ) )

BLOCK_MEM_REGION(blocked) = mmuBlock?a -> MMU(union(blocked,{a}))

UNBLOCK_MEM_REGION(blocked) = mmuUnBlock?a -> MMU(diff(blocked,{a}))
```

Evaluation

This model of the MMU is designed to be detailed enough to capture behaviour for requirement PK-233 which allows for memory regions to be configured. This model deliberately does not model more complicated behaviour like virtual and physical memory. The model matches the high level behaviour of the SPARC v8 reference MMU and thus I am satisfied with the model.

4.5 Interrupt Controller

The Interrupt Controller (also know as the ’IRQ’) is the hardware element that is responsible for responding to exceptions raised by other elements in the system, prioritizing them, masking them if appropriate and forwarding them to the CPU to be processed.

4.5.1 Real System

In Leon3 the interrupt controller is responsible for monitoring incoming interrupts 1-15 of the interrupt bus. Interrupt 15 has the highest priority and interrupt 1 the lowest. Each interrupt can be assigned one of two levels, 0 and 1. Level 1 has a higher priority than level 0. When requested by the CPU, the highest priority interrupt from level 1 will be forwarded. Only when there are no interrupts available on level 1 will interrupts
Interrupts are masked using an interrupt mask register. This happens in each processor separately if the system is multi-core.

The interrupt controller maintains a register called "pending" where pending interrupts are recorded. When the processor acknowledges the interrupt the corresponding bit in "pending" is cleared. There is also a "force" register with similar functionality for raising high priority interrupts. In the SPARC CPU, the EnableTraps bit in the Program Status Register must be set to 1 for traps to be acknowledged by the CPU.

Leon3 implements the SPARC Default Trap Model. [35] This means that all exceptions induced by an instruction occur before any program visible state has been changed.

4.6 CPU

4.6.1 Real System

The Leon3 CPU is based on the Integer Unit of the SPARC V8 specification [35] which contains the general-purpose registers and controls the overall operation of a SPARC processor. The LEON3 CPU is designed for low complexity and high performance. It has a separate instruction cache and data caches (8 kByte and 4 kByte respectively), with an IEEE-754 floating point unit and support for 8 register windows. Instructions are processed in a 7 stage instruction pipeline:

1. FETCH - The instruction is fetched from the instruction cache.
2. DECODE - Instruction is decoded. Branch target addresses are generated.
3. REGISTER ACCESS - Operands are read from the register file.
4. EXECUTE - For reads and writes the address is generated. Shifts and logical operations are performed.
5. MEMORY - Any results from previous stage are written to the data cache. Data is aligned in the caches for cache reads.
6. EXCEPTION - Any pending Interrupts are resolved. (Because SPARC only handles one interrupt at a time, systems based on separate data and instruction caches with separate MMUs are required to present a single MMU interface to the operating system. [28] This would be relevent if I was looking at multiple cores for my thesis which I am not.)
7. WRITE - For any ALU, shift, logical or memory operations the results are written back to the register file.

4.6.2 My CPU Model

Description

The CPU is the most complicated model in my system. To capture its behavior effectively, I defined an instruction set that can be fed into the CPU by syncing on the 'fetch' event. (See appendix B for full code listing of CPU.)
--Instruction format is fe.me.nopInst.aDC.dDC.jDC
--where 'me' is used to identify the current code segment process. EG: 'kernel', 'partition1' etc.
--nopInst is the operation
--aDC stands for 'Address Dont Care'. Address goes here if appropriate.
--dDC stands for 'Data Dont Care'. Data goes here if appropriate.
--jDC stands for 'Jump Dont Care'. Code segment ID goes here if appropriate.

datatype Op = nopInst --do nothing
| writeInst --write data to address
| readInst --read data from address
| mmuBlockInst --reprogram MMU, block address. This is a supervisor instruction.
| mmuUnBlockInst --reprogram MMU, unblock address. This is a supervisor instruction.
| setSupModeInst --set mode to supervisor. This is a supervisor instruction.
| jumpInst --jump to specified code segment
| returnInst --load stored PC to return to prior code segment.

Every clock tick the CPU checks the Interrupt Controller for pending interrupts and
if they are found execution will jump to the appropriate interrupt handler.

CHECK_IRQ_ENABLED(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)
= ( if TrapsEnabled == false
  then ( irqFwdDisabled -> FETCH(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled) )
  else ( CHECK_INTERRUPTS(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled) )
)

CHECK_INTERRUPTS(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)
= (noPendingIRQs -> FETCH(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled) )

[] ( irqForward?tag ->
  (this block of code is equivalent to trap table (matching interrupts to handler code)
  if tag == memfault
  then ( HANDLE(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, mf_handler) )
  else ( if tag == supInst
    then ( HANDLE(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, supI_handler) )
    else ( if tag == schedulerInterrupt
      then ( HANDLE(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, scheduler) )
      else ( BADINTERRUPTTAG -> STOP )
    )
  )
)

--fetch the specified code segment and disable traps.
HANDLE(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled,handler)
= FETCH(handler, true, currLoc, currSupBit, false)

CPU state consists of the Traps Enabled bit, the Supervisor bit, the location of the
Program Counter. The CPU also has the capability to record the previous Program
Counter and Supervisor bit value which is used for operations like returning from an
interrupt handler.

CPU(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)--(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit)
= tick -> SYNC_DEVICES(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)

Before executing an instruction, the CPU will check if it is a user or supervisor
instruction, and raise an exception if a supervisor instruction is about to be run in
user mode. Otherwise it will perform the operation.

CHECK_SUP_BIT_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled,op.jmp.addr.dat )
= ( if currSupBit == false
  then ( if member(op, supervisor_instructions)
    then ( raise!supInst -> CPU(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled) )
    else EXEC_RETURN_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat ) )
  else EXEC_RETURN_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat ) )
Evaluation

This model was one of the most iterated on models that I developed. This model started as a very simple process that wrote to memory and progressively became more complicated. I implemented and then chose to leave out features like the 7 stage pipeline as it ended up being extremely complicated to debug or draw conclusions from as I was looking at traces for 7 instructions at once. After a number of iterations I realized the most fundamental thing to model was the order that the CPU performs operations and that having too high a granularity made the model too cumbersome to match to Leon3.

My CPU model performs all of the functions that I need to test the requirements and is accurate to Leon3 and SPARC. As such I am satisfied with the model.

4.6.3 My Interrupt Controller Model

Description

The interrupt controller has two interfaces, one for receiving interrupts with a raise event and the other for forwarding interrupts to the CPU with a forward event. My model of the interrupt controller is a process with a list of tuples as state. This list of tuples corresponds to the ‘pending’ bit vector as described in the Leon3 interrupt controller, where each interrupt is assigned a bit which is 1 when the interrupt has been raised and 0 when it has not. This queue is ordered according to how interrupts are prioritized by Leon3 / SPARC.

To reduce state space, interrupts from peripherals and devices are handled once every clock tick by syncing devStart, devRaise, and devEnd events with the peripherals process. This simulates N interrupts arriving randomly from multiple sources any clock tick but does not explode the state space by trying to investigate every possible combination of every raisable interrupt every single clock tick.

CSPM code

```cspm
datatype InTag = memfault | supInst | timer1Interrupt | timer2Interrupt | schedulerInterrupt
interruptVector = << (supInst, false),
                 (memfault, false),
                 (schedulerInterrupt, false),
                 (timer1Interrupt, false),
                 (timer2Interrupt, false) >> --(list in order of priority high to low)

channel irqForward, devRaise : InTag --synced with CPU
channel noPendingIRQs --synced with CPU

channel devStart, devEnd

IRQ(vector) = ( RAISE(vector) )
               [ FORWARD_TO_CPU(vector) ]
               [ devStart -> PROCESS_DEVICE_INTERRUPTS(vector) ]

RAISE(vector) = raise?(x) -> IRQ(raise_interrupt(x, vector))
raise_interrupt(tag, vector) = set_bit(tag, <<>, vector)

PROCESS_DEVICE_INTERRUPTS(vector) --Every clock tick, process all peripheral interrupts.
   = ( devEnd -> IRQ(vector) )
   [ DEV_INTERRUPT(vector) ]

DEV_INTERRUPT(vector)
   = devRaise?x -> ( (DEV_INTERRUPT(raise_interrupt(x, vector)))
                      [devEnd -> IRQ(raise_interrupt(x, vector))) )
```
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FORWARD_TO_CPU(vector) = ( if is_irq_pending(<>),vector) == false 
   then ( noPendingIRqs -> IRQ(vector) ) 
   else ( irqForward!(get_next_tag(<>),vector)) -> 
     IRQ(clear_bit(get_next_tag(<>),vector),<> ,vector)) )

Evaluation
This model was designed to be used to reason about requirement PK-58. This interrupt controller model captures the main aspects of Leon3 and Sparc that I am interested in, which is the following:

- Multiple Interrupts coming in during a single clock tick.
- Multiple raises of the same interrupt will not flood the interrupt queue.
- Interrupts being prioritized as defined in the Sparc / Leon3 documentation.
- Like the real system starvation of a raised interrupt is possible

As such I am satisfied with the model.

4.6.4 Evaluation
4.7 Interrupt Handlers
4.7.1 Real System
Interrupt handlers always run in supervisor mode. If user trap handlers are required a record can be passed by the supervisor to the user trap handler containing the current Program Counter (PC) address, the next Program Counter (nPC) address, and any other state required for the user trap handler to be emulated by the supervisor. This satisfies the PK-69 requirement in appendix A.

4.7.2 My Model
Description
Handlers are code sections that are fetched from the CPU on the event of a trap being forwarded. When a processor jumps to a trap handler, the TrapsEnabled bit is set and no other traps can be forwarded. On a handlerReturnInst the TrapsEnabled bit is cleared.

CSPM code

MEMFAULT_HANDLER(me) =
   fe.me.setSupModeInst.jDC.a0.d0 -> --Instruction to set mode to supervisor
   fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
   fe.me.handlerReturnInst.jDC.aDC.dDC -> --Instruction to enable IRQ forwarding, return to previous code section + mode by popping stack
MEMFAULT_HANDLER(me)

SUPINST_HANDLER(me) =
   fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
   fe.me.handlerReturnInst.jDC.aDC.dDC -> --Instruction to enable IRQ forwarding, return to previous code section + mode by popping stack
SUPINST_HANDLER(me)
Evaluation

My interrupt handlers neatly capture the main features of the LEON3 interrupt handlers, for example being always in supervisor mode.

4.8 Peripherals

4.8.1 Real System

Peripherals are connected to the Leon architecture via the AMBA advanced peripherals bus. Each I/O port can drive a separate interrupt line on the bus. Example of Peripherals are the General Purpose Timer Unit which communicates over the General Purpose I/O Port. The General Purpose Timer Unit can be used to generate interrupts periodically.

4.8.2 My Peripherals Model

Description

To capture the behavior of multiple peripherals in my model I define a process called Peripherals which communicates with the Interrupt Controller. This process syncs on clock ticks and can be used to script devRaise events which raise an external device interrupt when synced with the Interrupt Controller model.

CSPM code

```cspm
-- Causes two timers to interrupt every third clock tick. In the event
-- of multiple interrupts at once, the higher priority is handled.
DEVICES =
DEVICES_LOOP =
tick ->
devStart ->
devRaise!timer1Interrupt ->
devRaise!timer2Interrupt ->
devEnd ->
tick ->
devStart ->
devEnd ->
tick ->
devStart ->
devEnd ->
DEVICES_LOOP
```

Evaluation

This peripherals model is ideal for faking non-deterministic interrupts deterministically and in such a way that minimizes state space. It matches how the Leon3 AMBA interrupt bus performs and thus I am very satisfied with this model.
4.9 System Integrator

4.9.1 Real System

The system integrator is responsible for managing the initial set up of the partition kernel system. It carries out this role by taking configuration defined in an XML schema and using it to configure the virtual hardware of the system. The system integrator is responsible for configuring the timing requirements, memory configuration and external interface requirements of each partition based on what the programmer specifies in the XML configuration file.

4.9.2 My Model

While I do not have an explicit system integrator in my model my model emulates this by using a scenario driven approach. For defining the setup of memory regions to partitions as described in the requirements PK-3 and PK-233 I can simply use instructions to script the Memory Management Unit for each partition and encode the relevant information of a system integrator that way. For example:

```
KERNEL_INIT_CODE(owner) =
fe.me.mmuBlockInst.jDC.a0.dDC -> --block a0
fe.me.mmuBlockInst.jDC.a1.dDC -> --block a1
fe.me.mmuUnBlockInst.jDC.a2.dDC -> --unblock a2
KERNEL_INIT_CODE(owner)
```

4.10 Scheduler

4.10.1 Real System

Partitions are scheduled on a cyclic basis. The kernel maintains a major time frame for each plan which is repeated throughout the plans operation. This major time frame is split between partitions with each one executing one at a time for a limited time which can vary between partitions. This allows partitions uninterrupted access to all the hardware resources in the system and keeps the system deterministic.

4.10.2 My Model

The scheduler is in two parts. I make used of the clock to trigger a scheduler interrupt at fixed increments.

```
--see peripherals section
tick ->
devStart ->
devRaise!schedulerInterrupt ->
devEnd ->
```

When the scheduler handler is called it continues executing from where it last was because as it is a CSP process it cannot 'go back' on itself. I take advantage of this behaviour to use it to jump between partitions on alternate calls.

```
SCHEDULER_HANDLER(me) =
fe.me.mmuBlockInst.jDC.a0.dDC -> --block a0
fe.me.mmuUnBlockInst.jDC.a1.dDC -> --unblock a1
fe.me.mmuBlockInst.jDC.a2.dDC -> --block a2
fe.me.setUsrModeInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
fe.me.jumpInst.partition1.aDC.dDC -> --Instruction to jump to Partition1
```
Evaluation

The scheduler that I implemented is quite simple. A Major frame is approximated but a limitation is the timing overhead of the blocks and unblocks and jump instructions in my model. This is something I would have liked to expand on if I had more time.

4.11 Partitions

4.11.1 Real System

Partitions as described in the ESA requirements document are virtual machines controlled by the separation kernel.\[11\] The separation between the kernel and partitions is provided by the User / Supervisor mode of the processor. (See requirement PK-230 in appendix A)

Each partition has a predefined memory area allocated to it. Memory isolation is ensured by disallowing at minimum write access to memory areas outside the control of a partition. Memory areas for each partition are defined in configuration used by the system integrator. (See requirement PK-3 in appendix A) The context of a partition is managed by the virtual CPU on which the partition is running. This context information includes the memory areas allocated to partitions and all virtual traps / interrupts etc allocated to the partition.

Partitions can be in one of 4 modes.

1. READY - The partition is ready to start execution at its next available timeslot
2. RUNNING - The partition is currently executing in its timeslot. Context such as virtual traps / interrupts is saved as partitions enter and leave this state.
3. ACTIVE - A macro state composed of READY and RUNNING. Whenever active state is started, the partition can either start warm or cold which can be used to indicate which application data should be kept or discarded.
4. STOPPED - The partition has allocated timeslots but is not executing in them. A second partition can restart this partition with either a cold or warm starting type.

4.11.2 My Model

Description

Partitions in my model are code segments that are called by the kernel and handler. They capture a core aspect of a partition, that it is an autonomous entity that interfaces with the CPU at scheduled times.
CSPM code

PARTITION_1(me) =
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
PARTITION_1_DONE(me)
PARTITION_1_DONE(me) =
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
PARTITION_2(me) =
PARTITION_2_DONE(me)
PARTITION_2_DONE(me) =
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
fe.me.writeInst.(jDC)?(x).(d0) -> --Attempt to write to all possible addresses
PARTITION_2_DONE(me)

Evaluation

I was disappointed I did not get a chance to implement the Partition modes in my model, however it was not a priority for my thesis and could be easily extended if required by adding state to the Partition process.
Chapter 5

Experimental Procedure

5.1 Introduction

In this section I will describe the experimental procedure I underwent to test the model described in the previous section. As this model may eventually be linked to the Xtratum source code via a formal proof, the purpose of these experiments is to demonstrate a way to run queries against the model. These tests are all built up using FDR3’s deadlock checking features and as such these experiments will start simply and gradually build in complexity with an aim to convince the reader of the power of this testing system.

5.2 Experiment 1 - Illegal Write Detection

5.2.1 Motivation:

The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate using the deadlock testing capabilities of FDR3 to design an approach to detect illegal writes to memory in our model.

5.2.2 Design:

I designed a scenario which was designed to mimic the kernel attempting to do a write to an address. My independent variable of this experiment was the address and I chose to examine three possibilities:

- Legal write - This acts as a control for the experiment. I expect this to succeed.
- Illegal write - The kernel attempts to write to a forbidden address aX. I expect to get a memory fault interrupt.
- All possible writes - I use the ‘?’ CSPM operator to denote a choice of address. I expect this to get a memory fault interrupt when aX is chosen.

To look out for the memory fault interrupt I will be debuting a checker process. This is an idea that I will be using throughout these experiments. Because I sync all my models with the clock, the checker only needs to sync on ticks, where it will go back and behave like itself, and on the raising of memfaults, in which case it will transition into CSP’s STOP process, and deliberately deadlock. As we can use FDR3 to run assertions that deadlock has not occured, we can use these assertions to reason about high level properties of the system.

1

2
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CHECKER = ( ( tick -> CHECKER )

□
( (raise.memfault -> CHECKER_TEST_FAILED -> STOP) )
assert SYSTEM : [deadlock free [F]]

5.2.3 Assumptions and Limitations:
I designed the experiment by having a kernel try and write to an imaginary address that is illegal to every entity called aX. This is not realistic as the kernel should have access to the whole memory space. If I was doing this experiment again to make it more realistic I would have the illegal write be a Partition writing to the memory space of another Partition as may happen in the real Xtratum system.

5.2.4 Code Listing:
```
#include "../system.csp"

-------------
--SCENARIO:
-------------
--define kernel and handlers
KERNEL_INIT_CODE(me) =
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
fe.me.mmuUnBlockInst.jDC.a0.dDC ->
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
KERNEL_LOOP(me)

KERNEL_LOOP(me) =
--This write instruction is our independent variable in experiment 1
fe.me.writeInst.jDC.a0.d0 -> --do a good write
--fe.me.writeInst.jDC.aX.d0 --do a bad write
--fe.me.writeInst.(jDC)?x.(d0) -> --do all possible writes
KERNEL_LOOP(me)

MEMFAULT_HANDLER(me) =
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
fe.me.handlerReturnInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
MEMFAULT_HANDLER(me)

SUPINST_HANDLER(me) =
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
fe.me.handlerReturnInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
SUPINST_HANDLER(me)

-------------
--HARDWARE:
-------------
--Put all entities from system.csp in paralell
CODE0 = KERNEL_INIT_CODE(kernel)
CODE3 = CODE0 [| {||} |] MEMFAULT_HANDLER(mf_handler)
CODE4 = CODE3 [| {||} |] SUPINST_HANDLER(supI_handler)
CODE = CODE4
INTERNAL_SYSTEM0 = CPU(kernel, true, kernel, true, true)
INTERNAL_SYSTEM1 = INTERNAL_SYSTEM0 [| {|| tick, read, bus, write ||} |] MEM_BUS (mem_init)
INTERNAL_SYSTEM2 = INTERNAL_SYSTEM1 [| {|| tick, bus, badaccess, mmuOK, mmuBlock, mmuUnBlock ||} |] MMU(mmu_init)
INTERNAL_SYSTEM3 = INTERNAL_SYSTEM2 [| {|| noPendingIRQs, raise, irqForward, devStart, devRaise, devEnd ||} |] IRQ(interruptVector)
INTERNAL_SYSTEM5 = INTERNAL_SYSTEM3 [| {|| tick, fe ||} |] CHECKER
INTERNAL_SYSTEM6 = INTERNAL_SYSTEM5 [| {|| fe, SCENARIO_COMPLETED ||} |] CODE
SYSTEM = INTERNAL_SYSTEM6 [| {|| tick ||} |] CLOCK
```
5.2.5 Test Results:

- Legal Write - Deadlock assertion passed
- Illegal Write - Deadlock assertion failed
- All possible writes - Deadlock assertion failed

5.2.6 Traces:

FDR3 allows us to graphically visualize the traces of the simulation. For Experiment 1 I was able to generate traces for all scenarios.
Figure 5.1:
5.2.7 Analysis

- Legal Write - The trace for the legal write has a distinctive loop shape that indicates it is a deterministic and non-deadlocking system.

- Illegal Write - The trace for the illegal write is cut off abruptly when the illegal write happens and the memfault is raised, which triggers the deadlock.

- All possible Writes - We can distinctly see that writes to a0, a1, and a2 do not deadlock, but when aX is chosen no more execution paths are possible.

5.2.8 Conclusion

We have demonstrated using FDR3’s deadlock test capability to build up a more complicated test using a checker process and shown that this test works for all writes.
5.3 Experiment 2 - User / Supervisor Detection

5.3.1 Motivation

The purpose of this experiment is to detect whether a supervisor mode instruction can ever be executed in user mode for high level entities in the system such as the kernel, partitions, and interrupt handlers. This should demonstrate how the requirement PK-230 ("Partitions shall be executed in user mode") might be checked if the Xtratum source code was linked to the model.

5.3.2 Design

For this experiment we will define a scenario with a kernel, an interrupt handler, and a partition. Our independent variable will be varying which of these entities attempts the supervisor instruction. We will use a checker process as in experiment 1 except this time we will look out for 'supInst' interrupts and deadlock on their detection. To manage state space, I do not think it is necessary to perform all possible instructions in this case, only the known supervisor one. My expectation of the results is as follows:

- Kernel - This is the control of the experiment. I do not expect a supervisor instruction exception as the kernel always runs in supervisor mode.
- Handler - I do not expect this to trigger a supervisor instruction exception as handlers are part of the kernel and run in supervisor mode.
- Partition - I expect this to trigger a supervisor instruction exception as partitions should always execute in user mode.

5.3.3 Assumptions and Limitations

An assumption in these experiments is that our model matches the behaviour of Xtratum running on Leon3.

I am assuming that my simulation is set up correctly apart from the three areas I wish to test: kernel, partition, handler.

5.3.4 Code Listing

```csp
#include "system.csp"

KERNEL_INIT_CODE(me) =
fe.me.setSupModeInst.jDC.a0.d0 -> --Instruction to set mode to supervisor for part A
fe.me.writeInst.jDC.ax.d0 -> -- Trigger memfault handler for part B
KERNEL_LOOP(me) =
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.adc.dDC ->
KERNEL_LOOP(me)

PARTITION_1(me) =
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.adc.dDC ->
fe.me.setSupModeInst.jDC.a0.d0 -> --Instruction to set mode to supervisor for part C
PARTITION_1_DONE(me) =
PARTITION_1_DONE(me)
PARTITION_1_DONE(me)

PARTITION_2(me) =
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.adc.dDC ->
```
PARTITION_2_DONE(me) = 
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC -> 
PARTITION_2_DONE(me) 

--jump between partitions each time handler is called. 
SCHEDULER_HANDLER(me) = 
fe.me.setUsrModeInst.jDC.aDC.dDC -> 
fe.me.jumpInst.partition1.aDC.dDC -> 
fe.me.setUsrModeInst.jDC.aDC.dDC -> 
fe.me.jumpInst.partition2.aDC.dDC -> 
SCHEDULER_HANDLER(me) 

MEMFAULT_HANDLER(me) = 
--fe.me.setSupModeInst.jDC.a0.d0 -> --Instruction to set mode to supervisor for part B 
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC -> 
fe.me.handlerReturnInst.jDC.aDC.dDC -> 
MEMFAULT_HANDLER(me) 

SUPINST_HANDLER(me) = 
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC -> 
fe.me.handlerReturnInst.jDC.aDC.dDC -> 
SUPINST_HANDLER(me) 

DEVICES = DEVICES_LOOP 
DEVICES_LOOP = 
--wait 10 clock ticks 
tick -> 
devStart -> 
devEnd -> 
--above block repeats 10 times, omitted here. 
tick -> 
devStart -> 
devRaiseschedulerInterrupt -> 
devEnd -> 
DEVICES_LOOP 

------------- 
-CHECKER 
------------- 

CHECKER = ( ( tick -> CHECKER ) 
          
          ( (raise.supInst -> CHECKER_TEST_FAILED -> STOP) ) ) )

5.3.5 Test Results

- Kernel - Deadlock assertion passed as expected
- Handler - Deadlock assertion passed as expected
- Partition - Deadlock assertion failed as expected

5.3.6 Analysis

- Kernel - As the Kernel starts in supervisor mode the supervisor instruction is allowed to be executed.
- Handler - When the illegal write is triggered and the memfault handler is called. The supervisor bit is set and all interrupts are disabled by setting the EnableTraps bit in the CPU. When the handler tries to execute a supervisor it is allowed as expected.
• Partition - The scheduler handler operates in supervisor mode like any other handler and is responsible for configuring the memory management unit for the partition. The last thing it does before starting a partition is set the CPU to user mode. This is what causes the supInst exception and subsequent deadlock.

5.3.7 Conclusion

I was able to demonstrate that in my simulation that a supervisor instruction cannot be performed while the CPU is in user mode for the three abstract entities kernel, partition and handler, which is strong evidence that my model satisfies requirement PK-230.
5.4 Experiment 3 - User / Supervisor Detection - Expanding the State Space

5.4.1 Motivation

The purpose of this experiment is to re-do my previous experiment, except this time instead of using one supervisor instruction I will attempt to run a choice of all possible instructions twice in a row. This will cause the number of possible choices to expand to $N$ squared, where $N$ is the number of instructions. The purpose of this experiment is:

- to demonstrate how in my model the programmer can easily expand the state space to more rigorously examine an area of interest.
- to gather more evidence that my model satisfies requirement PK-230.
- to uncover any possible corner cases I may have missed in my previous experiment.

5.4.2 Design

This experiment is designed extremely similarly to experiment 2. We have a kernel, a handler and a partition in the scenario and we wish to detect if there has been a supInst interrupt which is triggered by a supervisor instruction being executed in user mode. We have a checker process synced with the model that will deadlock if it detects this.

My expectations for this experiment are:

- Kernel - I expect this to pass the deadlock assertion.
- Handler - I expect this to pass the deadlock assertion.
- Partition - I expect this to fail the deadlock assertion.

5.4.3 Assumptions and Limitations

As in the other experiments I am assuming that my model is an accurate simulation of the Xtratum / Leon3 system.

5.4.4 Code Listing:

```
#include "system.csp"

KERNEL_INIT_CODE(me) =
fe.me?(x).(jDC).(aDC).(dDC) -> --run all possible instructions for Part A
fe.me?(x).(jDC).(aDC).(dDC) -> --run all possible instructions for Part A
fe.me.writeInst.jDC.aX.d0 -> -- Trigger memfault handler for part B
KERNEL_LOOP(me) =
KERNEL_LOOP(me) =
PARTITION_1(me) =
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC -> --fe.me?(x).(jDC).(aDC).(dDC) -> --run all possible instructions for Part C
--fe.me?(x).(jDC).(aDC).(dDC) -> --run all possible instructions for Part C
PARTITION_1_DONE(me) =
PARTITION_1_DONE(me) =
PARTITION_1_DONE(me) =
```
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5.4.5 Test Results

- Kernel - This failed the deadlock assertion which I did not expect.
- Handler - This failed the deadlock assertion which I did not expect.
- Partition - This failed the deadlock assertion which I was expecting.

5.4.6 Analysis

The deadlock in the kernel and handler is caused by a supervisor entity with all permissions being able to change to user mode, but then being prohibited from executing a supervisor instruction to change back due to now being in user mode. The idea of an instruction to change to supervisor mode is an abstraction I used for my model and does
not have a direct mapping with the Leon specification so the documentation is little help in this case. If this behavior is an issue for future experiments it can be mitigated by either writing a smarter checker test that ignores that case or modifying the model.

5.4.7 Conclusion

We have demonstrated how the model can be used to expand the state space and uncover interesting traces about our model that might not be obvious at first glance. We used this to uncover an emergent behaviour in our model that we had not anticipated and suggested possible remedies.
5.5 Experiment 4 - Investigating Partition Memory Protection

5.5.1 Motivation

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate requirements PK-3 and PK4 ("The partitioning kernel shall detect and prevent any attempt of a partition to access a memory area that is not defined as allowed for access in its configuration.")

In this experiment we will attempt to conceptually link our memory addresses to the partitions, for example assigning partition1 to the memory region a1, partition2 to the memory region a2, etc. This is an example of taking a 'meta' view of the model and linking together concepts such as partitions and memory which are not programmatically coupled in the model.

We will also demonstrate using a more complex checker process to test for longer traces.

5.5.2 Design

In this experiment, we will have two partitions. Partition 1 is assumed to reside in memory region a1. Partition 2 represents a malicious partition which attempts write to every possible address. We use MMU block and unblock instructions in the scheduler to configure the available memory areas. We wish to find out if this memory protection scheme can effectively mitigate this malicious Partition.

We define the following checker process which is designed to deadlock on a successful write to a1.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CHECKER} &= ( (\text{tick} \to \text{CHECKER}) \\
&\quad \land \ \\
&\quad (\text{fe.partition2.writeInst.jDC.a1.d0} \to ((\text{write.d0} \to \text{CHECKER.TESTFAILED} \to \text{STOP}) \\
&\quad \land (\text{tick} \to \text{CHECKER})))
\end{align*}
\]

For our control we run the scheduler without memory protection instructions and see if the checker process deadlocks. I expect the following to happen:

- Protected system - Deadlock assertion passes.
- Unprotected system - Deadlock assertion fails.

5.5.3 Assumptions and Limitations

As in the other experiments we assume our Xtratum / Leon simulation to match the real system.

5.5.4 Code Listing:

```
#include "system.csp"

KERNEL_INIT_CODE(me) =

KERNEL_LOOP(me) =

fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->

KERNEL_LOOP(me)
```
PARTITION_1(me) = 
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
PARTITION_1_DONE(me)
PARTITION_1_DONE(me) = 
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
PARTITION_1_DONE(me)

PARTITION_2(me) = 
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
PARTITION_2_DONE(me)
PARTITION_2_DONE(me) = 
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
fe.me.writeInst.(jDC)?(x).(d0) -> --Attempt to write to all possible addresses
PARTITION_2_DONE(me)

--jump between partitions each time handler is called.
SCHEDULER_HANDLER(me) =
fe.me.mmuBlockInst.jDC.a0.dDC -> --block a0 - independent variable
fe.me.mmuUnBlockInst.jDC.a1.dDC -> --unblock a1 - independent variable
fe.me.mmuBlockInst.jDC.a2.dDC -> --block a2 - independent variable
fe.me.setUsrModeInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
fe.me.jumpInst.partition1.aDC.dDC ->
fe.me.mmuBlockInst.jDC.a0.dDC -> --block a0 - independent variable
fe.me.mmuUnBlockInst.jDC.a1.dDC -> --unblock a1 - independent variable
fe.me.mmuUnBlockInst.jDC.a2.dDC -> --unblock a2 - independent variable
fe.me.setUsrModeInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
fe.me.jumpInst.partition2.aDC.dDC ->
SCHEDULER_HANDLER(me)

MEMFAULT_HANDLER(me) =
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
fe.me.handlerReturnInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
MEMFAULT_HANDLER(me)

SUPINST_HANDLER(me) =
fe.me.nopInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
fe.me.handlerReturnInst.jDC.aDC.dDC ->
SUPINST_HANDLER(me)

DEVICES = DEVICES_LOOP
DEVICES_LOOP =
--wait 10 clock ticks
tick ->
devStart ->
devEnd ->
--above block repeats 10 times, omitted here.
tick ->
devStart ->
devRaise/schedulerInterrupt ->
devEnd ->
DEVICES_LOOP

5.5.5 Results
Protected memory system passed deadlock assertion as expected.
Unprotected memory system failed deadlock assertion as expected.

5.5.6 Analysis
When an illegal write was attempted on Partition 1, it was blocked by the Memory Management Unit, thereby avoiding causing the checker to deadlock. As mentioned in
the System Integrator section in the previous chapter, there is no explicit configuration entity in my model for configuring partition access areas like the TSP System Integrator. However while we are in supervisor mode such as in the scheduler handler we can make use of the MMU block and unblock instructions to manage the initialization and management of memory areas without needing an explicit configuration or System Integrator entity.

5.5.7 Conclusion

We have shown a demonstration of using the model to reason about aspects of the system that are conceptually but not programmatically linked which proves that the system can be used to host 'meta-models' of higher abstract behaviour based on simpler rules. We have also demonstrated using a checker process to look for arbitrarily extendable complex traces. We have also gathered evidence that the model implements the two memory safety requirements PK-2 and PK-3, which could eventually be linked to a formal proof, however more testing would be desirable if I had more time.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

As stated in the introduction of my thesis, the goal of my thesis was to investigate the use of an intermediate formal model to capture the behavior of Xtratum running on Leon3 which could be used to capture the difficult verification task of tracking interrupts.

Using Communicating Sequential Processes and the FDR3 model checker, I created a simulation tool for Xtratum / Leon3 which captured the memory and time impact of interrupts on the hardware system. I then demonstrated this simulation tool in action by running several proof of concept experiments.

- Experiment 1 was designed to demonstrate the use of a checker process that can be used to test for the presence of traces. This involved tracking a memfault interrupt and deadlocking on its occurrence.

- Experiment 2 was designed to demonstrate how the ESA requirement PK-230 that all partitions must always be executing in user mode might be checked. This was done by tracking any interrupts that occur when a supervisor instruction is executed in user mode. CSP excels as a verification tool here, allowing us to quickly test a problem that would be prohibitively complex in the real system.

- Experiment 3 was designed to further investigate the PK-230 requirement and show how CSP can be used to exhaustively check an aspect of a model without explosively growing the state space by clever use of the CSP choice operators. This experiment showed the advantages of using CSP for a project like this.

- Experiment 4 was designed to demonstrate how high level conceptual models can be projected onto my simulator. I performed an experiment which linked partitions driven by an interrupting scheduler to a memory model via an intermediate link, the configurable Memory Management Unit. I used this to show how requirements such as PK-3 and PK-4 might be verified in the future using my simulation tool.

Overall I hope that by documenting my experience modelling a real processor in CSP that this approach may be refined and potentially used by other researchers to link the ESA requirements to the Xtratum source code, and create a verified, open source TSP hypervisor to be used in the next generation of European space missions.
Chapter 7

Further Work

Unfortunately I ran out of time to implement all of the functionality that I wanted in the simulator. I would have liked to have done the following:

- Extend Time Aspect of Simulation - My simulation focused very heavily on memory. I would have liked to have taken a deeper look at the TSP timing constraints to allow for the high level timing features that TSP prescribes. All hardware elements in my simulation are tied to a clock, and this is something that future programmers can take advantage of.

- Health Monitoring - I was dissapointed I did not get time to implement a health monitoring unit as prescribed in the TSP specification. This entity is designed to monitor partitions for unexpected events, and thus it would extremely well suited to being modelled in CSP as it could sync on only intended events and deadlock in all others. This is made all the more tempting by the fact that something like the health monitor is so difficult to verify in other languages.

- Xtratum Source Code Linking - This is likely the next step for this verification work, it would be interesting to attempt to link the Xtratum C code to my formal model using tools like Frama-C to add pre and post-conditions to the C functions of Xtratum. By combining this with a tool I have shown I can reason about, my CSP simulation, formal models can be created and tested which capture the desired behavior of the Xtratum source code.
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Appendix A - ESA Interrupt Requirements

Below are the requirements that are relevant to interrupts from the "Partitioning Kernel Requirements Baseline v1.2.0" document from ESA. [11]

- **PK-230 / [CORE] / [SINGLE MULTI]**
  - Description - Partitions shall be executed in user mode.
  - Rationale - The separation between the partitioning kernel and the application programs is provided by the Supervisor / User mode of the computer.
  - Note - none.

- **PK-3 / [CORE] / [SINGLE MULTI]**
  - Description - The Partitioning Kernel shall allow each partition to access its memory areas such as described in the configuration.
  - Rationale - See PK-233.
  - Note - None

- **PK-4 / [CORE] / [SINGLE MULTI]**
  - Description - The partitioning kernel shall detect and prevent any attempt of a partition to access a memory area that is not defined as allowed for access in its configuration.
  - Rationale - See PK-233.
  - Note - None.

- **PK-233 / [CORE] / [SINGLE MULTI]**
  - Description - It shall be possible to configure the access rights for each memory area accessible to a partition.
- Rationale - For Leon3/2 MMU access is configured and controlled for reading, writing and executing. For LEON2 without MMU, access is configured and controlled for writing and it is accepted that reading is allowed for all memory mapped and executing is protected by writing access configuration. Note: The allowed memory areas can be volatile (RAM) or non-volatile memory (NVR) as long as their access are done without protocol (ex: non volatile Flash memory). In this case there is no difference from the kernel point of view. We assume here that a memory access "without protocol" is one that simply follows the normal RAM access process of providing address and transfer direction information, and then moving data to/from the addressed location over the standard CPU-Memory bus.

- Note - None.

- **PK-9 / [CORE] / [SINGLE MULTI]**

  - Description - When a partition is resumed by the partitioning kernel at the beginning of its timeslots, the said partition shall restart in the same memory context (memory allocated to the partition), CPU core registers context and FPU context (if FPU is used by the considered partition).

  - Rationale - None.

  - Note - A partition is resumed when switching from READY to RUNNING mode.

- **PK-58 / [CORE] / [SINGLE MULTI]**

  - Description - The Partitioning Kernel shall detect and handle all traps and interrupts.

  - Rationale - None.

  - Note - None.

- **PK-557 / [CORE] / [SINGLE MULTI]**

  - Description - The health monitoring shall be able to detect and handle the following health monitoring events: software traps, exception traps and synchronization error event.

  - Rationale - None.

  - Note - None.

- **PK-69 / [CORE] / [SINGLE MULTI]**

  - Description - The Partitioning Kernel shall allow a partition to attach a partition handler to each of the virtual traps and interrupts allocated to the said partition.

  - Rationale -
Note - An application handler is a method that contains the code that gets executed in response to a specific event that occurs in an application (here a virtual interrupt or virtual trap). The configuration specifies for each partition which interrupts have to be routed to it. Partitioning Kernel transfers the interrupt to the partition as a virtual interrupt (software event related to the initial interrupt) if the partition subscribed to this virtual interrupt. Handlers are associated with the subscribed virtual interrupts. These handlers are executed when the partition is running. The interrupt is masked until the partition clears the virtual interrupt. Example: A partition can attach an handler to a virtual trap or interrupt by using the Virtual Trap Table of the virtual CPU.

PK-186 / [CORE] / [SINGLE MULTI]

Description - The partitioning kernel shall execute the handlers of the virtual interrupts allocated to a partition according to a policy order based on the priority of the corresponding interrupts

Rationale - Virtual interrupts includes here the extended interrupts.

Note - As virtual interrupts dedicated to a partition are masked when the partition is not running, solely the virtual interrupts attached to the partition can be raised and handled in a synchronous manner. All the virtual interrupts dedicated to a partition that are triggered when the said partition is not running are not handled. The status (masked/unmasked) of the virtual interrupts is restored when the partition enters in its timeslot. The pending virtual interrupts are then handled in a specific order according to a policy based on the priority of the corresponding interrupts.
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Appendix B - Simulator Code Listing

B.1 Simulator Code

```plaintext
channel tick -- used for syncing each hardware component
CLOCK = tick -> CLOCK

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

channel CHECKER_TEST_FAILED

channel STACKFULL, BADINTERRUPTTAG, SCENARIO_COMPLETED

(- Memory and Bus -)

datatype CodeOwner = jDC | kernel | kernel_error | partition1 | partition2 | mf_handler |
| supI_handler | timer1_handler | timer2_handler | scheduler | scenario_completed |

(-- (DC stands for DontCare) --)

datatype Mem_Region = a0 | a1 | a2 | aDC | aX

--convention - aX is always forbidden to everyone, even the kernel (for debugging)

datatype Data = d0 | d1 | dDC

datatype Op = nopInst | writeInst | readInst | mmuBlockInst | mmuUnBlockInst | setSupModeInst | setUsrModeInst | jumpInst | returnInst | parSwitchInst | handlerReturnInst

--memory is made up of 'memory regions'

mem_init = (| a0 => d0, a1 => d0, a2 => d0, aDC => d0, aX => d0 |)

--supervisor mode only instructions and memory regions

supervisor_instructions = {mmuBlockInst,mmuUnBlockInst, setSupModeInst}

--supervisor_mem_regions = {krnl_init,handler0}
```
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datatype Bus_Dir = r | w
channel read, write : Data --synced with CPU
channel bus : Bus_Dir.Mem_Region --synced with MMU
channel badaccess, mmuOK --synced with MMU

-- m is the memory map

MEM_BUS(m)
  = tick -> ( MEM_BUS_READ(m)
                 [] MEM_BUS_WRITE(m)
                 [] MEM_BUS(m) )

MEM_BUS_READ(m)
  = bus.r?a -> ( ( mmuOK -> read!(mapLookup(m,a)) -> MEM_BUS(m) )
                  [] (badaccess -> MEM_BUS(m) ) )

MEM_BUS_WRITE(m)
  = bus.w?a -> ( ( mmuOK -> write?d -> MEM_BUS(mapUpdate(m, a, d)) )
                  [] (badaccess -> MEM_BUS(m) ) )

datatype InTag = memfault | supInst | timer1Interrupt | timer2Interrupt |
                 schedulerInterrupt | scenarioDone
interruptVector = < (scenarioDone, false),
                 (supInst, false),
                 (memfault, false),
                 (schedulerInterrupt, false),
                 (timer1Interrupt, false),
                 (timer2Interrupt, false) > --(list in order of priority high to low)

channel irqForward, devRaise : InTag --synced with IRQ
channel mmuBlock, mmuUnBlock : Mem_Region --synced with CPU

MMU(blocked)
  = tick -> ( TRANSFER(blocked)
             [] BLOCK_MEM_REGION(blocked)
             [] UNBLOCK_MEM_REGION(blocked)
             [] MMU(blocked) )

TRANSFER(blocked)
  = bus.dir?addr -> ( if member(addr, blocked)
                       then ( badaccess -> raise!memfault -> MMU(blocked) )
                       else ( mmuOK -> MMU(blocked) ) )

BLOCK_MEM_REGION(blocked)
  = mmuBlock?a -> MMU(union(blocked,{a}))

UNBLOCK_MEM_REGION(blocked)
  = mmuUnBlock?a -> MMU(diff(blocked,{a}))

(- Interrupts and IRQ -)

channel raise, raiseFailed : InTag --synced with IRQ
channel irqForward, devRaise : InTag --synced with IRQ
channel noPendingIRQs --synced with CPU
channel devStart, devEnd
channel irqForward, devRaise : InTag --synced with IRQ

RAISE(vector) = raise?x -> IRQ(raise_interrupt(x, vector) )  
raise_interrupt(tag, vector) = set_bit(tag, false, vector)

FORWARD_TO_CPU(vector) = ( if is_irq_pending<> vector) == false  
then ( noPendingIRQs -> IRQ(vector) )  
else ( irqForward!(get_next_tag<>vector) -> IRQ(clear_bit(get_next_tag<>vector), false, vector)) )

set_bit(tag, sublist1, sublist2) = if sublist2 == <>  
then sublist1  
else if head(sublist2) == (tag, true)  
then ( sublist1 ` <(tag, false)> ` tail(sublist2) )  
else set_bit(tag, sublist1 ` <head(sublist2)>, tail(sublist2))

clear_bit(tag, sublist1, sublist2) = if sublist2 == <>  
then sublist1  
else if head(sublist2) == (tag, false)  
then ( sublist1 ` <(tag, true)> ` tail(sublist2) )  
else clear_bit(tag, sublist1 ` <head(sublist2)>, tail(sublist2))

is_irq_pending(sublist1, sublist2) = if sublist2 == <>  
then false  
else if is_irq_activated(head(sublist2)) == true  
then true  
else is_irq_pending<(head(sublist1)>, tail(sublist2))

is_irq_activated(tag, status) = if status == true  
then true  
else false

get_next_tag(sublist1, sublist2) = if sublist2 == <>  
then head(sublist1)  
else if is_irq_activated(head(sublist2)) == true  
then get_irq_tag(head(sublist2))  
else get_next_tag<(head(sublist1)>, tail(sublist2))
get_irq_tag( (tag, status) )
  = tag

(- CPU -)
channel irqFwdDisabled --not synced with anything, just for info

--Return popped stack. Keep the bottom element (kernel) on the bottom of the stack always
popped_stack(stack) = if length(stack) ==1
  then ( stack )
  else ( tail(stack) )


CPU(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)--(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)
  = tick -> SYNC_DEVICES(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)

--used to make sending interrupts from DEVICES to IRQ more deterministic
SYNC_DEVICES(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)
  = devStart -> devEnd => CHECK_IRQ_ENABLED(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)

CHECK_IRQ_ENABLED(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)
  = ( if TrapsEnabled == false
  then ( irqFwdDisabled -> FETCH(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled) )
  else ( CHECK_INTERRUPTS(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled) )
)

--channel test
CHECK_INTERRUPTS(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)
  = (noPendingIRQs -> FETCH(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled) )

[] ( irqForward?tag ->
  ( --this block of code is equivalent to trap table (matching interrupts to handler code)
    if tag == memfault
      then ( HANDLE(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, mf_handler) )
    else ( if tag == supInst
      then ( HANDLE(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, sup1_handler) )
      else ( if tag == timer1Interrupt
      then ( HANDLE(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, timer1_handler) )
      else ( if tag == timer2Interrupt
      then ( HANDLE(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, timer2_handler) )
      else ( if tag == schedulerInterrupt
      then ( HANDLE(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, scheduler) )
      else( if tag == scenarioDone
      then ( HANDLE(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, scenario_completed) )
      else( BADINTERRUPTTAG => STOP )
      )
      )
  )
)

HANDLE(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled,handler)
  = FETCH(handler, true, currLoc, currSupBit, false)
FETCH(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)
= (fe.(currLoc)?inst -> CHECK_SUP_BIT_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, inst )

get_owner((owner, mode)) = owner
get_mode((owner, mode)) = mode

CHECK_SUP_BIT_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
= (if currSupBit == false
  then (if member(op, supervisor_instructions)
    then ( raise!supInst -> CPU(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled) )
    else EXEC_RETURN_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
  else EXEC_RETURN_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
  )

EXEC_RETURN_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
= if op == handlerReturnInst
  then ( --enable IRQs and pop stack
    CPU(lastLoc, lastSupBit, currLoc, currSupBit, true)
  )
  else ( EXEC_JUMP_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
)

EXEC_JUMP_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
= if op == jumpInst
  then ( CPU(jmp, currSupBit, currLoc, currSupBit, true)
    --if jmp == jDC
    --then ( CPU(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled) ) --jump to DONTCARE is a nop
    --else ( CPU(jmp, currSupBit, currLoc, currSupBit, TrapsEnabled) )
  )
  else ( EXEC_READINST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
)

--replace_head(stack, jmp, trapBit ) = <(jmp, trapBit)> ^ popped_stack(stack)


EXEC_READINST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
= (if op == readInst
  then (bus.r.addr -> ( (read?d -> CPU(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled))
    []( CPU(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled) )
  )
  else ( EXEC_SUPMODE_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
)

EXEC_SUPMODE_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
= (if op == setSupModeInst
  then CPU(currLoc, true, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)
  else EXEC_USRMODE_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
)

EXEC_USRMODE_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
= (if op == setUsrModeInst
then CPU(currLoc, false, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)
else EXEC_MMU_BLOCK_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )

EXEC_MMU_BLOCK_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
= (if op == mmuBlockInst
  then mmuBlock!addr -> CPU(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)
  else EXEC_MMU_UNBLOCK_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
)

EXEC_MMU_UNBLOCK_INST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
= (if op == mmuUnBlockInst
  then mmuUnBlock!addr -> CPU(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)
  else EXEC_WRITEINST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
)

EXEC_WRITEINST(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled, op.jmp.addr.dat )
= (if op == writeInst
  then bus.w.addr -> ((write!dat -> CPU(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled))
                      [](CPU(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled)))
  else CPU(currLoc, currSupBit, lastLoc, lastSupBit, TrapsEnabled) )
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